In the Western HOME

T IPS
FROM O UR
T E AM

I D E A W E LOV E

A BOLD
ACCENT
WINDOW

An accent wall makes
a statement, but if you’re
a little color shy, how
about just the window?
This one, in the West
Hollywood kitchen of
textile designer Heather
Taylor (heathertaylor
home.com), provides an
unexpected style jolt.
“We wanted the kitchen
to feel bright, clean, and
airy with pops of color,”
says Taylor. Her color
consultant proposed blue
for the window trim,
which ties into the Moroccan tile on the floor.
“It feels like vacation
every single morning.”

Chill out
It’s hot, but the environmentalist in you knows
pumping the AC isn’t the
answer. Matt Golden, an
energy efficiency expert
based in Sausalito, California, and CEO of Open
Energy Efficiency (openee
meter.org), gives us tips for
keeping cool this summer.
Tighten things up.
Make sure your ductwork is sealed and the
home has appropriate
insulation. The tighter
the seal, the less energy
needed to lower the
temperature.

G I V E AWAY

SAVE
WATER AND
WIN!
W E S T E R N M AD E

What’s the most creative
way you’re saving water
in your home and garden?
The Sunset reader with
the best idea will receive
a six-piece set of patio
furniture from the Sunset
Summit Collection, the

Modern throne

newest addition to the
Home by Sunset line,
available only at Orchard
Supply Hardware (osh.
com). For complete rules
and to submit your entry,
go to sunset.com/summit
collectioncontest.

Further proof that the freshest designs are being cooked up in restaurants: Eric Trine’s
Octahedron stool. Last year, the Ojai Rancho Inn commissioned the seat for its new
bar, Chief’s Peak. The bar opened, and patrons posted photos of the stools on Instagram asking, “Where can we buy these?” Trine, a design entrepreneur based in Long
Beach, California, got the message and started producing the stools for retail this
spring. They come in three heights, one of which also works as a side table, and are
available in any powder-coat color or brass- or copper-plated (an extra $25), with
white oak or walnut seats. From $275; erictrine.com.
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J U LY 2 0 1 5

❖ SUNSET

Keep cool air inside
and hot air outside.
Crack your windows at
night to let the cool air
in, but button them up
during the day to keep
the heat out. Close window blinds to prevent
the sun from heating
your home (especially
on the western side—
most solar heat gain
comes from that
direction when the sun
is near the horizon).
Consider getting
a whole-house fan.
In the evening, run
this ventilation system
to exhaust air out of
the house at night to
cool the building. In
the morning, close it up.
It’s less expensive than
an air-conditioning
system. I recommend
AirScape fans (airscape
fans.com).

THE SUMMIT COLLECTION CONTEST BEGINS 12:01 A.M. PDT ON JUNE 15, 2015, AND ENDS 11:59 P.M. PDT ON JULY 15, 2015. OPEN TO LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES AND THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA WHO ARE 19 YEARS OR OLDER AT TIME OF ENTRY. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. GET OFFICIAL RULES AND ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS AT SUNSET.COM/SUMMITCOLLECTIONCONTEST.
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: BRITTANY AMBRIDGE/DOMINO/CONDENASTCOLLECTION.COM, DIVINE PHOTOGRAPHY/VASCHELLE ANDRE.
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